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Raging Bulls
No pain, no gain! For the participants 
in this year’s Hedge Fund Fight Night 
the pain of an arduous training regime 
means the honour of trading punches 
with one of their peers

“A Prize fight is like a war: the real part 
is won or lost somewhere far away from 
witnesses, behind the lines, in the gym.” 
It is probably fair to say that Muhammad 
Ali knew a thing or two about how to win 
a fight. On October 30, 1974, in one of 
boxing’s greatest upsets, a 32 year-old Ali 
shocked the world by beating the stronger 
and more powerful George Foreman, to 
regain his heavyweight title in what is 
probably the most famous fight of all time - 
The Rumble in the Jungle. Twenty years later, 
at the age of 45, Foreman himself defied the 
odds, when he regained the Heavyweight 
Boxing Championship title with a tenth 
round knockout of Michael Moorer. 

And on October 30 this year, 34 years 
after the original ‘Rumble’, a dozen white 
collar boxers, ranging in age from mid-20s 
to 48 will be stepping into the ring hoping 
‘to float like a butterfly and sting like a bee’, 
as they don their gloves for the Hedge Fund 
Fight Night.  

“Considering this is for charity, it’s not 
so much about winning as about helping 
others,” says Josh Green of Guggenheim 
Partners. “That said, with people cheering, 
a real referee, a charged environment, its 
going to be a lot of fun. You’ve got to step 
up to the challenge.”

Adam Upton, JF Asset Management (age 36, height 188 cm, starting weight, 94 kg) sparring with Lee Jones (trainer at JAB)
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2 Nissim Tse, RAB Capital 
[Asia] (age 48, height 
188 cm, starting weight 
94 kg)

3 Adam Upton and Toby 
Bland contest last year’s 
Fight Night

 You have to lose weight, gain endurance, fitness, 
strength, speed, technique – it’s absolutely exhausting  

2

3

For the competitive alpha males of 
hedge fund management, it is another 
way to become part of the elite. “You’re 
fighting so many things at once, not just 
your opponent,” says HSBC’s Richard Le-
Gallez. “You see a match on TV and say, 
‘Oh sure, I could do that’ but your first 
time in the gym really training is incredibly 
hard. This isn’t even fighting, just the 
training; you have to lose weight, and 
gain endurance, fitness, strength, speed, 
technique – it’s absolutely exhausting.”

“Mostly I do circuit training to build 
up endurance and strength and stamina,” 

says Green. “It’s exhausting. But the first 
task of any aspiring boxer is simple, you 
have to get to the basic level of a fighter 
before you even think about going into 
the ring.” For Green this involves going 
to the gym about three to four times a 
week and he admits, “I’ve been sparring 
now at least twice a week; it’s not really 
scheduled, you just grab who you can 
as  long as  a  tra iner  says  i t’s  ok and 
supervises. I think it's good practice to 
spar with different people, different styles, 
heights, weights.” 

And the reward for five months of 
pounding bags, pumping weights, endless 
running, st inging sweat in the eyes, 
and constant sore, stiff muscles; three 
two-minute rounds in the ring facing a 
highly motivated, adrenalin-jacked and 
determined amateur opponent, equally 
intent on coming out the winner in front 
of nearly a thousand of their friends, peers, 
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 I want to challenge myself,  face somebody younger 
and stronger than me  

colleagues, customers, total strangers. Not 
to mention being captured forever by the 
cameras of local news and YouTube. 

 “Some of my friends are hoping 
to see me get knocked out,” laughs Le-
Gallez. “But we all have personalized 
mouthpieces now, so no loss of teeth,” he 
says touching wood. “I think my chances 
are quite good, but even if I don’t make 
it through to the final selection and fight, 
I’ll stick with it. I love it. It’s great to be 
involved in a sport like this. My girlfriend 
used to think I was crazy, but as my body 
gets fitter, more healthy, she has changed 
her tune.”

But  f i r s t  th ings  f i r s t ;  th i s  year, 
Ironmonger Events (IME) had to recruit 
and train enough willing participants 
to create a  show-stopper for  a lmost 
1,000 people at a black-tie charity event. 
Organizer Rob Derry sent out a call to 
IME’s database of hedge fund managers 
and capped the entrants at 35 hopefuls. 

Trainer Andrew Wong Kee explains 

4 Elliot Odell, ICAP (age 
30, height 170 cm, 
starting weight 79 kg)

5 Josh Green 
Guggenheim Partners 
(age 36, height 183 cm, 
starting weight 80 kg)
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5
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the group dynamics. “The group gets 
closer, friendlier, when we cut them from 
35 to 21 after the first two months; then 
down to 16 with a month to go, and finally 
12 weeks before the fight. If they’re not fit 
enough or skilled enough by the time we 
cut, they’re out. Those that make the cut 
are well chuffed, and rightly so – it might 
not be as intense as full-time amateur 
boxing, but it’s still very intense.” 

He says it is fairly common for the 

volunteers to come in a bit overweight, so 
the first priority is to get the pounds off 
before they can indulge any thoughts of 
honing their boxing skills. Testing is twice 
a week: measuring strength, anaerobic 
capacity, foot speed and general boxing 
skills. It is a greatly scaled-down version 
of what amateur boxers do twice a day, 
every day. “But that said, we still have a 
good bunch of about ten guys right now 
who will put on a really entertaining card 

October 30.”
For some ‘the manly art’ is about 

getting as far away from the corporate 
world as possible. Last year’s champion 
Toby Bland feels boxing is really more of 
an escape from anything to do with work. 
“I don’t think there are any similarities 
except  the  wi l l  to  succeed.  But  the 
combination of boxing and hedge fund 
management is a success; boxing allows 
you to switch off from work and gives a 
perspective to what we do.” 

In last  year’s  super-heavyweight 
title bout, Bland, “The White Rhino” of 
Enhanced Investment Products, traded 
punches for three punishing rounds with 
Adam Upton, of JF Asset Management. 
“The intensity of training meant I lost 
seven kilogrammes and returned to the 
fitness levels of my early twenties, when I 
was playing a lot of rugby,” he says. “The 
win can only be described as relief and 
total exhaustion. Our bout was at One a.m. 
in the morning, so the body just wanted 
to shut down. But I won. Although it took 
weeks to register that I had signed up seven 
months before to box in front of over 600 
people. I half killed myself in training, 
but achieved my goal and it was definitely 
worth the sweat and toil.” 

Bland is  s i tt ing this  year out to 
make room for the new batch of aspiring 
boxers, not so Upton, who already has 
a victory under his belt from another 
“White Collar” boxing event last week. 
“Oh, I won,” he assures us. “Having done 
it before helped a lot. I watched videos, 
concentrated on modifying my attitude 

 It might not be as intense as full-time amateur 
boxing, but it’s still very intense  

6 Richard Le Gallez, HSBC                                    
(age 30, height 176 cm, 
starting weight 77 kg)

7  Graham McNeill, EC 
Harris (age 32, height 
175 cm, starting weight 
76 kg)
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and approach. Of course I watched When 
We  We re  K in g s  ( abou t  Muhammad 
A l i )  a n d  t h e  o r i g i n a l  Ro c k y  ( w i t h 
Sylvester Stallone) plenty of times for 
motivation." He also credits Australia 
Commonwealth Championship gold 
medal ist  Matt  Corbett ,  who was on 
hand for the first weeks of the training 
for being the source of the endless and 
invaluable tips and advice that Upton 
believes will make all the difference in 
his next battle. Corbett had to leave 
the training as he is planning to turn 
pro. And though he enjoys the fitness 
routine and looks in excellent shape, 
Upton says these may be his last fights. 
“I  keep te l l ing my mother  this  wi l l 
be my last fight, so I better win.” He 
has maintained good form since last 
year’s fight and is now in peak shape, 
thanks to preparing for his last bout. 
Of all the participants, he is absolutely 
unconcerned about losing weight or 
cut t ing  down on  any  o f  the  be t t e r 
things in life just to get lighter. “Once 
you’re past  91 ki logrammes you’re a 
heavyweight, plain and simple. The only 
thing I really do differently is cut out 
the drinking a couple of weeks before 
the match.” 

For Stephen Pengelly of Control 
Risks, a due diligence company, just 
making it past the cuts is a tremendous 
achievement.  “I ’m 40 years  old and 
jumped at the chance to really sink my 
teeth into some hard training,” he says. 
“But I was surprised how brutal it was, 
even for someone used to rugby his 
whole life.” 

Pengelly has lost quite a few pounds 
and is close to the shape of his rugby 

days: “I’m hoping to get down to 110 
kilogrammes. With all the endurance 
and strength training I feel pretty fit, so 
from now until the fight, if I make it, I’ll 
be working on my punching technique.” 

The transition from hedge funds 
to boxing has been easier for some than 
others. “Once you get the gloves on your 
mind completely switches gears,” says 
Elliot Odell of ICAP, in his rapid-fire 
British accent and with a big grin. One 
of the best-humoured of the bunch he is 
a very dedicated boxer and works like a 
mad bandit at the gym; it is tiring just Te
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able to take a punch as being able to dish 
one out. “If you’re going to get punched 
in the ribs you have to train your body to 
take that punch.” Tse deals with injuries in 
a very Hong Kong way with a mixture of 
Western massage and Eastern acupuncture 
treatments. “I’m getting better slowly, but I 
still get very sore.” In fact Tse has had ACL 
reconstructive surgery, cracked ribs and 
concussions from other sports, but has so 
far avoided anything serious with boxing. 

“For me, doing this is all about heart,” 
says Tse. “Though I’ve been training in 
martial arts all my life, I’m actually 48, so 

it’s a challenge to go through with some 
of these much fitter and younger guys.” 
Tse has actually lost over five kilogrammes 
in the first two months of training and 
plans to keep losing about a pound a week 
before the fight if he makes it past the 
final cut. Like many of the other 34 who 
initially volunteered, he feels that some of 
the qualities that make a great hedge fund 
manager – competitiveness, determination, 
warrior instinct, fighting spirit –help him 
box. “For me, I want to challenge myself, 
to go through all this incredibly tough 
training and face somebody younger and 

stronger than me.” 
But as the great Muhammad Ali once 

said: "Service to others is the rent you 
pay for your room here on earth." Unlike 
a professional fight this is not about the 
money – win, lose or draw, these white 
collar warriors will not make a dime,  –  
as all the proceeds from the night will go 
to charity. As with last year’s Fight Night, 
the charities in question are Operation 
Smile which provides corrective surgery for  
children in China with disfigured faces so 
they can live a normal life, and Operation 
Breakthrough here in Hong Kong to help 
straighten out delinquent youths through 
sport. Derry hopes to raise at least HK$1.5 
million through table sales and luxury 
prize raffles.

If you want to take in the action 
this Oct 30, act fast to book a table by 
contacting www.ironmongerevents.com.  

8 Steve Pengelly, Control 
Risks (age 40, height 
196, starting weight 
116 kg)

9  Andrew Wong Kee of  
JAB coaching one of 
last year's boxers.

watching him. He has become somewhat 
( in ) f amous  among  the  f i gh te r s  fo r 
having a habit of vomiting after running 
all the way home from the gym after 
the evening workout. “You’re instantly 
knackered – you realize you’ve totally 
underestimated how fit the boys are. I’ve 
gotten a few sore jaws and sore backs, 
but getting punched doesn’t really hurt 
at the time; with the padded gloves and 
head gear it is more about sucking it up 
and getting on with it.” 

As Nissim Tse of RAB Capital [Asia]
points out, boxing is as much about being 

 I was surprised how brutal it was, even for 
someone used to rugby his whole life  
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